
SHQ - Warren, Bob 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

David 

SHQ -Warren, Bob 
05 October 2009 17:07 
O'Toole, David (CIIr) 
SHQ - Holland, P (CFO); SHQ -Warren, Bob 
RE: PENSIONS 

Hereunder are the replies to your questions, I have tried to avoid duplication but to some extent this is inevitable. The 
guiding principles are to stop erroneous payments (which has been achieved) and then to recoup the overpayments. 
With this in mind rather than provide an individual synopsis of each outstanding case, which would be extremely 
extensive and subject to change, I have provided the guiding principles. If you want any further explanation on an 
individual case then I will do my best to provide same. 

I can confirm that the processes adopted are in line with both audit commission and legal advice, as well as pensions 
sub committee direction 
Bob 

From: OToole, David (CIIr) [mailto:David.O'Toole@lancashire.gov.uk] 
Sent: 28 September 2009 14:50 

- :ro: SHQ - Holland, P (CFO); SHQ - Warren, Bob 
Subject: PENSIONS 

Peter and Bob 

Further to the meeting CC Shedwick and I had with CC Driver and others earlier today. Several points were raised 
which I would be grateful if you can answer. 

However the main message that came across is that we as the controlling group want a very early 
end to this drawn out saga. As you aware know since taking over the chairmanship of the 
authority it has been a priority that we reach a speedy conclusion. This sentiment was echoed by 
all at this mornings meeting. I called a special meeting of the resources committee in July for that 
very purpose. 

Although everybody within the service wants a resolution, if individuals refuse to meaningfully 
engage with the service, the ability to resolve the issue is constrained 

I would point out that of 167 recipients of an injury pension, we are dealing with 23 outstanding 
cases. 

Our first principle was to prevent ongoing overpayments to individuals and this has been 
achieved. 

The second stage of recouping the overpayments is clearly more difficult and whi lst a great deal 
of success has been achieved, progress has been thwarted by the stance adopted by 
Thompsons I FBU.(representing 12 individuals) 
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Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Currently under continuing  Police & Bugler investigation for making LCC fraudulent mileage and subsistence claims for over 13 years. Refuses to release his LFRS Expenses records.One Police 'investigation' completed as a complete whitewash...but Bugler continuing.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Currently the 'treble dipping' Government Fire Adviser.Refuses to release LFRS expenses claims or to allow access to the Public Complaints Record Book in which he is cited for predatorial sexual misbehaviour.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
These 'guiding principles' suggested by Mooney at the  DCLG and Hamilton-LFRS with authorisation of Winterbottom ,Holland and Warren,   were based on the simple concept of bullying oppression using the abuse of arbitrary powers by suspending complete pensions and if needs be by driving diabled FSVs down the 'hardship route' to complete bankruptcy until the dissenting FSVs saw the light of their 'errors'.Some as we shall report were more 'equal' than others...

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This oily deceit is typical of how Warren operates in half and manipulated truth. Willfully and regularly misleading elected members on the CFA. The Bugler will publish more specific examples in the future of Warren's accomplished modus operandii.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Driver was at this point trying to deliver on his election promises to the FSVs whose votes he took but he was never able to deliver. Even though he was the Tory Party and LCC  Leader he was not necessarily in charge though he naively thought he was. He had instructed O'Toole to get the pension dispute 'sorted' because he stated that it had 'gone on far too long'.Winterbottom, O'Toole and his deputy, the  Thespian Court Jester Shedwick et al had another agenda of vilification and in this email which follows. O'Toole engages in a carefully choreographed Q&A session with Warren and company to mislead Driver with not the slightest intention of resolving this dispute to Driver's political advantage. Political jealousy was the name of this game. Is this why much later Driver, when a FOI request was made for O'Toole's expenses immediately released them?

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
O'Toole though prognosticating pompously on this dispute had the complete reverse agenda in mind with Winterbottom, Holland,Warren, and Hamilton as the Bugler will demonstrate with other documentation shortly.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
At this point Thompsons had been engaged on behalf of Out of Trade FBU members but they applied a completely unqualified clerk colloquially called the 'Zumba Dancer' to the task who masqueraded as a solicitor for some 18 months and when she was unmasked and  Thompsons were called to account she was fired as were the FBU FSVs that they were supposed to be representing. The Bugler will publish the comprehensive fully documented scandal of this matter in due course. Thompsons for a change have an ethical case to publicly answer  against themselves.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
But he fails to point out that the vast majority of those were Lamplighters who had been given a 'get out of jail free' card by Hamilton 'as more equal than others'...



In view of the circumstances it is not equitable or tenable to allow individuals who refuse to 
engage with the service to benefit at the expense of the vast majority who have cooperated 

Bob was able to answer some of the points raised but I will ask again for the record 

Of those pensioners who have refused to provide details or for one reason or another have not 
reached settlement. why have some had their pension stopped and others not? 

6 individuals, who have refused to give us details or access to their benefits records, have had the injury portion of 
their pension suspended. This is on the basis that in the absence of the requested information the service is unable to 
calculate the amount of injury award pension that is payable. To make payments in these circumstances would be 
"ultra vires". 

It is clear that a number of overpayments have been made and in the context that 161 people have signed the 
authorisation the fact that 6 individuals feel unable to sign the document needs to be considered . 

This action is in line with the legal advice obtained by both LCC and ourselves. It is a lso in line with our first principle to 
prevent overpayments 

In additional some individuals in agreeing a repayment plan have opted to have the injury portion of their pension 
stopped. 

~A third grouping have had the injury award element of their pension amended to reflect the benefits that they are 

receiving and in some instances that would result in the whole award being stopped. 

How many of the 150 have been written off and why 

Each case is dealt with on its individual merits. A number of cases when discussion have occurred has resulted in 
clarification that the benefits they are receiving are not related to the basis of their injury award and as such they do 
not owe the service any money. In addition having established that a debt is owed then in certain circumstances if the 
individual is unable to repay the outstanding amount and where this is clear the debt can be written off. This has only 
occurred on one case so far, which will be reported to the next pensions sub committee. In another instance in light of 
the full circumstances the debt was not pursued. The only other reduction in outstanding debt occurred on respect of 
D Wilson when a negotiated settlement was reached with his la~er (Agreed in return for immediate payment of @ 
15K , the remaining outstanding sum was written off. Uur.:::subseguent legs.Ladvice has raise Ui e issue that this co.uldl 
~seen:as beipg too generous. 
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Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Get of jail free Lamplighters and turncoat dissenters protected with mutual non-disclosure agreement.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This is an example of pure choreography because O'Toole already knows the answer to this question, the old 'some or more equal' than others...

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Warren steps neatly behind the law when the occasion demands and equally avoids the law when it suits his agenda

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This is Warren being suitably vague on statistics which might show his career in a bad light. As recently as March 2014 he pulled the same stunt when dealing with the results of a National Fraud Initiative which most certainly shed a very poor light on his career. The Bugler will deal with that specifically shortly.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This is another beautiful choice of phrase by Warren. When someone like Warren has a knife at your throat staying out of the poor house is an easy option.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
These are particularly murky waters where the Bugler has spoken to several disabled FSVs who were made to pay a small sum of money (so they said) to have the matter brought to a satisfactory conclusion. These disabled FSVs were unable or unwilling to divulge what this sum of money might have been,quoting non disclosure agreements but surely an audit trail would reveal this 'payment' quite easily?One Lamplighter,the only one who held out against Warren had his 'debt' of £3k+ written off because Warren described the 'debt' as due to 'poor administration' yet it seems none of the others who had suffered from overpayments and underpayments seem to have suffered from 'poor administration'?

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
One wonders how many Lamplighters this covered. When this situation of 'inequality' was presented to Hamilton (whom it was believed did the actual nodding through) he wrote refusing to answer instead referring the matter to Warren.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Yet no statistics, amounts of monies ,or  the identities of the FSVs who had their debt 'written off ' has ever been published.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
A Lamplighter mentioned above.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Once more no information even in the form of statistics was ever published.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Yet in law this was a precedence which was never offered to a single other disabled FSVs who was made to pay back overpayments. On wonders why and it has little to do with being generous or not?

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This case will be dealt with in full shortly publishing all the documentary evidence which tells its own tale.



~gain this process is in line wilh bolh lhe CFA decisions and our legal advice. 

Why are we not perusing the eleven in the same way as the six. That is if the outstanding figure 
of 17 is correct. 

The number outstanding is 23 

The reason for differences are because each case turns on its individual merits. But they can be split into the following 
groupings 

1. Refused to provide the service with details of their benefit record - injury pension for the 6 concerned remain 
suspended 

2. Provided benefit authority and have subsequently engaged Thompson solicitors (9 + 3 of the suspended cases) -
no progress has been possible as yet. However following various letters and discussions with local FBU official some 
progress might be possible before resorting to individual legal action 

tffQ3 Discussions are ongoing between a small number of individuals (7 plus one suspended) and the service and 
r . .:., .;uggested outcomes will be presented to pension injury sub committe shortly. 

4 Other individuals have engaged with the service and as a result have agreed repayment plans, repaid outstanding 
amounts and or it has been determined that the DWP benefit award does not have any relevance to their pension 
injury award and therefore no overpayment has occurred. 

5 where an underpayment has occurred then immediate restitution was made 

We have had complaints that we were not consistent. How do you answer ? 

Each case is dealt with in its merits and will depend on the individual circumstances and level of engagement. the 
principles agreed by CFA and legal direction has been followed in every instance.and are roughly grouped as above. 

c 
I understand six have had their pensions stopped. Is this so and why have they been treated 
differently from the others ? 

Yes. The individuals have not provided information to enable their injury pension award to be calculated. Their 
substantive pension remains in payment. 

What further actions are intended against the six 

If the six refuse to give access to their benefit detail then the pension must remain suspended for the reasons 
previously outlined. However where the service has clear evidence that a level of benefit is being received then 
proceedings can occur. Whilst each set of circumstances are different it is intended to take a specific case to litigation 
and proceedings will commence once the potential for progress as a result of the Harman/ Thompson initiative has 
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Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Until brought to a halt by the Editor the  LFRS was regularly  retrieving subject data during the dispute from the DWP in criminal breaches of the Data Protection Act 1998. When the DWP Permanent Secretary was alerted to this criminal activity it ceased immediately.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Later the Bugler will publish a document in which Warren expresses regret that he could not suspend every single pension of the Editor's with the clear intention of driving him into bankruptcy and penury. Was this because the Editor had publicly called Warren a devious thug?Inadvertently Warren just revealed,once more his abysmal ignorance of pension law allied with his vicious nature.No Ordinary pension may be be removed from the holder unless he has been convicted of offences against the State unless of course it seems he has been 'convicted' of offences against Warren.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Warren not answering what he knows. That the Lamplighters were 'more equal than others'. This was another example of a prior flagged up question in this  carefully choreographed exchange between O'Toole and Warren who both knew the answers to the question O'Toole was posing. This is a primary example of how to deceive other Elected members in Sleepy Hollow who might one day stir themselves sufficiently to pay attention and above all else actually ask a question.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
There were at least 17 cases of underpayment the greatest of which amounted to £40k+. If this, with over payments amounting the £60k is not confirmation of pension management melt down and maladministration what is?When the recipient of the bounty of underpayment queried in suspicion this addition to his monthly pension he was told...'never mind just go ahead and spendi it'...when the same recipient demanded back interest on the 'loan' he claimed he had made to the 'County' he was told to get lost, or some such words.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Today in 2014 no one in the LFRS knows or dare publish exactly who paid or did not pay back overpayments though it would be the simplest of matters to prepare an audit trail for a formal report. This intrigue deepens rather than goes away because the NFI  2013 results still show that there are 81 errors of FSVs receiving overpayments. Are these in fact the Lamplighters who got the 'get out of jail free card' from Hamilton?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Which is called making it up as they went along.



been explored. Two of the six have recently shown a desire to alter their stance and engage with the service. 

What have we done to persuade the six to comply with the requests for information ? 

Various correspondence and discussion the extent of which has been influenced by their level of engagement with the 
service. At one stage at least two dozen individuals had been "persuaded" it was in their interests not to cooperate. 

Each of the six have received 3 letters from LCC/LFRS before their pension was suspended 

Can you provide me with a clear plan of action for every individual case which will enable us to 
bring that long standing problem to a swift conclusion? 

~The action plan is as follows 

Thompsons Cases 

1. Since our last discussion I have met with Steve Harman who is interjecting on behalf of Thompsons as well as in his 
capacity of union representative. 

For instance, he has provided me with a signed authority form Mr C  (one of the refusniks) to access his 
Department of Work and Pensions detail and provided some documentary evidence of his benefit history. It is clear 
from this documentation that the benefits he has received are for a separate ailment than that which he left the 
service. I have therefore reinstated his pensions injury award and am awaiting confirmation from DWP before formally 
closing his case. 

It would appear he has been mislead and it should be noted that I was shown an email from Mr Burns to Mr C  
urging him to withhold permission in respect of his benefits for another month 

2. Steve has agreed to discuss the remaining Thompsons cases with me to try and achieve closure and we have 
scheduled a meeting on Wednesday to see what can be achieved. This is against the backcloth that Thompsons are 
aware of our intention to issue proceedings, prior to this they were not interested in individual negotiations. Hence I 
presume their non response to our letters. The one letter in the series that they said they had not received has been 
forwarded to them. 

3. He seemed unclear whether Thompsons were still representing Mr Burns (but though~ not ) and agreed to ascertain 
the current position and advise me 

4 In the absence of progress on individual cases then legal proceedings will need to be considered. 
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Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Harman did indeed ascertain this highly privileged legal information presumably  from his Zumba Dancer at Thompsons which he promptly passed to the Warren.Any FBU Member reading this recorded fact will no doubt make their own mind up about Harman's 'integrity' in this dispute.Later Harman was charged under the FBU Rules but that matter was passed to Regional Official for a final coat of white wash...

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
Harman was/is the Lancashire FBU Honorary Secretary representing his Out of Trade Members in dispute. There was only one question to be addressed here who was Harman actually working for?

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
A wonderful choice of phrase by Warren. When facing bills and terminal care expenses. It is revealing how the witholding of a pension from a dying man, or men, could be helpful in 'persuading' their family to see the light.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This is as blatant an example of bringing an FSV out of the darkness into the light whilst making Warren look good...Other FSVs saw this as a turncoat sell out...

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This is another interesting choice of language which for once by a Freudian slip of Warren's was correct.   Warren this arch high priest of oppression and the abuse of arbitrary powers of subjugation identifies those who were opposed to him as democrats.Following his logic one assumes that he would be correct in describing  his  own actions in keeping with those of Stalin and Beira whom he has clearly studied.



Suspended Cases 

In the absence of authorisation it is intended to leave the injury portion of the pension suspended and if sufficient 
information is available to take a test case. 

3 of the suspended cases (now 2) are represented by Thompsons, of the other 3 one is in touch with the service a 
further individual has responded to the letter informing him of our knowledge about his benefits and wanting to engage 
with the service. In the absence of authorisation it is intended to leave the pensions suspended. 

Individuals engaging with the Service 

Engagement will continue and legal proceedings will be actioned as a last resort. It is hoped that after the initial case 
has been resolved a change in response will be seen. In addition 3 of the cases are at a very early stage due to late 
informationlLQJll the DWP and it is hnned to persuade the individuals of an appropriate resolution, p.otentiatJ1QSJ01l!lfie, 
ll_~f1IR]Oate::ifJIJ.is1s1 ~e_cessa:rr. 

~n conclusion, a change of attitude seems to have occurred at Thompsons and I believe that this will enable the cases 
they represent to be meaningfully addressed providing the dual track of issuing proceedings once the process is 
exhausted is followed. It is equally clear that Steve Harman knows that legal proceedings are being instigated and he 
has a clear desire to limit this measure 

David O'Toole 
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Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
When asked to explain this odd expression in Court Warren simply committed perjury as all those disabled FSV present knew.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
The question is for whom?The Bugler will return in depth to Harman's role following the debacle of the Zumba Dancer at Thompsons.

Bugler Comment
Sticky Note
This was Harman at work, not on behalf of those he was representing but on behalf of Warren et al.
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